
Is your food still completely clean? 
GQ Academy customer training

Innovations for a better world.



In the mood for good food
GQ Academy customer trainings

Create your own individual training. 
You have the choice.
Concept 1: For workers Concept 1: For thinkers

Theory
Hands 

on
Hands 

on Theory

Which components would you like to know more?
Mark the relevant boxes and your training will 
be customized.

Processing systems

Ultratrieur 
LADB

Air cleaner 
LAIA

TAS / SMA / GrainPlus 
LAAB / LACB / LAGA

Drumsieve 
LAKA, RCDA, MKZM

Drying systems

Conveying systems

Chain conveyer 
LBCB, RFKG, 

MNKA, LBDA, RNR

TUBO, tubolar 
push conveyer 

LBGA

Dryer 
EcoDry, EcoClean, EcoCool

Belt & bucket elevator 
LBEB, RGEL, MGEL

Belt conveyer 
LBAA / LBAB, LBBA

Screw conveyer 
NFAT, MNSH

Do you want to have this in your food? 
Of course not. Just as our model on page one.

By choosing a Bühler plant you already made the decision to own machines which help 
to reduce the impurities in your raw material tremendously.

Because: Who wants to store this?

Don´t waste storage capacity on rotten corn, just sort it and remove it from your supply. 
Changing product qualities require appropriate adjustments to ensure the desired 
cleaning quality over the years.

No plant stays brand new. Unavoidable weare and tear decreases the efficiency of your 
machine and increases the risk of unexpected downtimes.

We will assist you! Get to know the Bühler machines with customized training which is 
optimally adapted to your requirements.



In the mood for good food
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In the mood for good food
GQ Academy customer trainings

Create your own individual training. 
You have the choice.

Malting & Brewing 
Everything about beer

Food safety  
Eat without hesitation!

Storage systems  
Silos, Warehouses & Co.Eat without hesitation!

Rice solutions  
From field to fork

Controlling & apps  
myBühler, DryMate, ProPlant

Cereal basics  
From A - Z myBühler, DryMate, ProPlant

In addition... 
Feed your brain with extra knowledge!

Inspection. 
Let us assist you.

Innovation

Enabling the customer to innovate 
new products and processes

Recognize potential improvements 
through specific reports

Uptime

Availability and reliability

Learn about procedures to 
reduce unplanned downtime

Personnel & machine safety

Increase and ensure safety for personnel, 
machine and environment

We carry out proper inspections of your 
core machinery and your plant infrastructure

Benefits

Plant inspection  
Through experts eyes

Send your selection via e-mail to your Bühler sales partner or to the GQ Academy at 
gq.academy@buhlergroup.com

We create an individual, non-binding training offer for you!



Bühler GmbH

Grain Quality & Supply  
Eichstätter Straße 49 
DE-92339 Beilngries

buhlergroup.com
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